Abstract-A key requirement for using memristors in circuits is a predictive model for device behavior that can be used in simulations and to guide designs. We analyze one of the most promising materials, tantalum oxide, for high density, low power, and high-speed memory. We perform an ensemble of measurements, including time dynamics across nine decades, to deduce the underlying state equations describing the switching in Pt/TaO x /Ta memristors. A predictive, compact model is found in good agreement with the measured data. The resulting model, compatible with SPICE, is then used to understand trends in terms of switching times and energy consumption, which in turn are important for choosing device operating points and handling interactions with other circuit elements.
State Dynamics and Modeling of Tantalum Oxide Memristors I. INTRODUCTION
O XIDE-BASED resistance switching devices have the potential to fulfill the performance requirements for a universal memory: nonvolatility, high-speed, high-density, and low-energy operation. These devices are dynamical passive elements that display the electronic circuit properties of a memristor [1] - [4] . In addition to nonvolatile memory, such devices are proposed for a variety of other applications, including logic, hybrid circuits with CMOS, and neuromorphic computing. Among the resistance switching materials so far studied, tantalum oxide shows favorable resistance switching properties, particularly endurance, voltage and current levels, speed of switching, energy cost to switch, and materials compatibility with back end of the line processing with CMOS. Several research groups, including the present authors, studied this system and reported write/erase endurance demonstrations, high speed with low-energy switching, multilevel analog states, using a threshold switching layer to reduce sneak paths in crossbars, and long retention time [5] - [12] .
A prototype memory circuit using the tantalum oxide material system and a threshold switch was demonstrated [13] .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TED. 2013.2264476 However, to optimize the performance of such a system, a predictive and accurate device model is required for circuit design and simulation in large crossbar arrays. The first example based on the memristor formalism was a highly simplified vacancy drift model used to demonstrate the concept of a state variable in a dynamical electronic circuit element based on TiO 2 [14] . Many researchers adapted this model in a variety of ways, including applying it to TaO x devices [15] . Subsequently, other compact resistance switching device models were developed and applied in several cases [16] - [23] . The actual ionic motion in an oxide can involve a complicated interplay of drift, diffusion, and thermophoresis [24] , [25] , and for the case of TiO 2 a detailed experimental analysis revealed an extremely nonlinear current-voltage and dynamical switching behavior. A simple model was proposed that satisfied both the electronic measurements and the materials composition of the device [18] , but we have observed that the TaO x system is very different from TiO 2 , both in electrical and structural characteristics. The goal of this paper is to provide a compact model for TaO x memristors that is strongly grounded in experimental data. Our model is developed by performing a detailed study of the electronic transport and switching dynamics data spanning nine decades in time for both OFF and ON switching. The resulting device model constrains some of the underlying physical mechanisms for explaining the switching in tantalum oxide [15] , [22] , [26] , and we explore the ramifications of the device behavior for switching speed, energy, and the interplay with varying circuit environments.
II. EXPERIMENT

A. Materials
The materials stack for devices in this paper consists of a thin (4-10 nm) amorphous, nearly stoichiometric Ta 2 O 5−x film between an inert Pt electrode and a Ta electrode, identical to that used in [9] and [10] . As shown in Fig. 1 , such a structure shows bipolar resistive switching with a nearly linear low-resistance (ON) state and increasing nonlinearity in higher resistance (OFF) states. Although high-voltage electroforming [5] - [7] is eliminated in this structure, the first ON-switching voltage is higher than average ( Fig. 1 ) and permanently reduces the device resistance from the as-fabricated high-impedance state.
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B. Memristor Modeling
Letting y denote the state variable for a tantalum oxide memristor, the key equations describing the quasi-static conduction (state-dependent Ohm's Law) and the dynamics of the state variable are given by the Chua memristor equations [2] as follows:
where G(y, v) is the (possibly voltage dependent) conductance for a given memristor state y, and F(y, v) describes the dynamical evolution of the state. To determine an analytical approximation to G(y, v), we perform static measurements of the current-voltage dependence in a variety of memristor states y using voltages too small to cause detectable switching. For extracting the F(y, v) dynamics, we carried out timedependent measurements with varying voltage v and initial conditions.
C. Physical Picture
To understand the nature of the transport in tantalum oxide memristors, physical characterization of devices following operation has been carried out. Although the complete picture is still evolving, several issues are apparent: 1) transport, at least in the ON state, is dominated by a channel, or subregion, of the device; 2) the region within and surrounding the active channel shows modification of the original Ta:O ratio with oxygen partially depleted within the channel [26] , [27] and having a slightly higher concentration outside; and 3) modification of the structure surrounding the channel, in particular a nanocrystalline phase evolving from the initially deposited amorphous film, indicating local heating. Viewed in a direction perpendicular to the sample plane, the pattern of the oxygen depletion has a particular configuration, as shown schematically in Fig. 2(a) , in which the effective thickness of the film is reduced, with the remaining gap depleted in oxygen relative to the as-grown composition [26] . This geometry for the active channel allows several conductance regimes. In the extreme cases, the full thickness is either stoichiometric Ta 2 O 5 or Ta with dissolved O (referred to as Ta(O), with solubility up to 20%), the two thermodynamically stable phases in the Ta-O system, to give an insulating or metallic channel, respectively. By either combining these two phases in parallel, or considering Ta(O) with different concentrations of O, there is a range of stable intermediate conductance states [28] available to the device.
D. Static (Nonswitching) Data and Model
The results reported here, along with a complementary study of transport as a function of composition in tantalum oxide films [29] , indicate that the key parameter to describe the memristor state is the oxygen content in a conducting channel, and this has guided the choice of state variable in this paper. It is not conclusively known whether the device states strictly reflect a varying Ta:O ratio in a compositionally uniform channel, or a varying ratio of two different oxygen compositions Ta(O) versus Ta 2 O 5 . Electrically, they are indistinguishable, hence for convenience we use a model with the two phases in parallel. The state variable y is thus the volume fraction (or equivalently cross-sectional area) of the channel with metallic transport, i.e., linear current-voltage dependence and positive thermal coefficient of resistance. The remaining fractional volume 1−y is insulating with a nonlinear transport (described below) and a negative thermal coefficient of resistance. Temperature-dependent transport studies were performed on extremal device states, verifying that the ON state was metallic, whereas the OFF state transport was best described by a nonlinear Frenkel-Poole relationship. Thus, the device conductance is approximated by the parallel combination of the two phases, shown in Fig. 2(a) and given by the
where G m , a, and b are constants for a particular device across all states and cycling history, and depend on the material properties within the conduction channel. The conductance of the device is G m when the linear metallic Ta(O) phase fills the entire channel, and thus y = 1. The second term describes the Frenkel-Poole transport when the more oxidized phase fills the entire channel, and thus y = 0. A similar description is possible in which the state variable describes the oxygen content within a compositionally uniform conduction channel, although the functional dependence on the state variable is likely to be nonlinear. In addition, we neglect any temperature dependence in this static equation in which a Joule heating term would be expected to affect the conductance, most strongly in the insulating portion [30] . 
E. Dynamical Data and Model
The next step in determining the memristor model is to measure the dynamical behavior of the state variable defined above as a function of state and voltage: dy/dt = F(y, v). To do so, we perform time-dependent resistance measurements of Pt/TaO x /Ta memristors in response to voltage steps of varying amplitude and polarity, which produced switching times from 10 −9 to 10 0 s. The junction area for the memristors varies from 1 × 1 μm to 10 × 10 μm. Separate devices were used for the high bandwidth (<1 μs) measurements of the state and were fabricated on tapered coplanar waveguides as described in [9] , and had lower wire resistances to reduce reflections from the 50-source load of the high-speed waveform generator (Tektronix 12-GSa/s AWG). For the high-speed measurements, a real-time Lecroy 820Zi-A oscilloscope is used, while for time scales slower than 1 μs an Agilent B1500 semiconductor parameter analyzer (SPA) is used for both exciting and probing the dynamics.
The effective circuit for both is shown in the inset of Fig. 3 , in which R source = R scope = 50 in the higher speed setup, while being negligible in the SPA setup. In both cases, there is no external current compliance, and the total external resistance (device electrodes, source impedance of generator, and input impedance of measurement unit) plays a large role in controlling the accessible device states. Normalized plot of memristor voltage, current, and power as a function of the memristor resistance normalized by the total external resistance R ext = R source + R series + R scope . Inset: schematic view of electrical circuit used in dynamics tests. Values for R source , R series , and R scope varies depending on the time scales probed and corresponding memristor electrode width and thicknesses. Time scales <1 μs are probed with a highspeed setup [8] , [9] in which R source = R scope = 50 , while longer time scales use a pulsed parameter analyzer in which R source and R scope are negligible.
It is often assumed the series resistance of the circuit containing a memristor is negligible with respect to the ON state of the device. That may, however, not be the case when making probe station measurements on small devices. The voltage divider effect when the memristor and series resistance are comparable can have a major impact on the results of dynamical measurements, and must be carefully factored into the analysis of the data. This is shown in Fig. 3 , in which the normalized memristor voltage and current, along with their product, the power, are plotted as a function of memristor state during the application of a constant external voltage. In this plot, only R memristor is varying. If R memristor is close in magnitude to the series circuit resistances, the power across the device is largest. As state dynamics dy/dt will likely be a strong function of voltage and internal Joule heating, this shows that a high series resistance can have a significant impact on the measured switching speed. For the following measurements, R series varies between 70 and 600 , dictated by the electrode (wire) thickness, width, and length. The device ON resistance is generally within a factor of two of the external circuit resistance, whereas the OFF resistance is within a factor of ten, and thus the internal device voltage is highly dynamic in itself, and has to be explicitly considered when interpreting the data and constructing a model of the isolated device.
The dynamical evolution during OFF-switching (negative voltage) is shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) for timescales faster and slower than 1 μs, respectively. The voltage pulse is applied at time t = 0 for all data plotted. For each voltage and initial condition, only one representative trace is shown for clarity. The initial ON state is prepared through slow voltage ramps and leads to states that vary from 1.7 mS (580 ) to 5.5 mS (180 ), and therefore correspond (Fig. 3) strong function of memristor voltage: for low applied voltage or high initial conductance (dropping less voltage across the memristor), the initial dynamics is slow. This is shown in Fig. 4(a) with bias amplitude <1.044 V or initial conductance > 3 mS. Switching models with a strong voltage dependence are explored, and a good match to the data is obtained with an exponential.
Referring to Fig. 3 , as the memristor conductance decreases during OFF-switching, the voltage increases strongly because of the voltage divider effect, and thus voltage-controlled OFFswitching might be expected to continue indefinitely. The data shows that even for applied voltages larger in magnitude than 1.52 V [ Fig. 4(a) ], the OFF-switching conductance hits a lower limit. Thus, another term is required to include this saturation effect, exp[−(y OFF /y) 2 ], where y OFF is proportional to the limiting value of the state variable. This makes physical sense, as a saturation term is needed because of the maximum resistance of the channel when terminally oxidized. Finally, to match the temporal dependence of any individual switching curve, a term dependent on the power, p, is required to slow down the switching, particularly during the initial high power phase of the switching (Fig. 3) . The best fit to our data, spanning the full nine decades in time, is found with
This dynamics model is then computed using the same external voltage, external resistances, and initial memristor state as in the measurement conditions. The resulting simulations are shown in Fig. 4 Table I .
The dynamical evolution during ON-switching (positive voltage pulses) is shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) for timescales faster and slower than 1 μs, respectively. As no current compliance is present, a limitation in either highest volt- age amplitude or duration of pulse is imposed to avoid high-conductance states that could not be reversed (Stuck ON). In the case of ON switching, the initial high resistance (Fig. 3 ) implies a high voltage/low power for the memristor. Strong voltage dependence is again observed in the dynamics, but a pronounced onset behavior is also observed-an initial period of slow conductance change followed by rapid switching that does not proceed indefinitely, but saturates. This is evident across the data, particularly for applied voltages 0.68-0.84 V in Fig. 5(a) and 0.45-0.55 V in Fig. 5(b) . The rapid switching phase corresponds to a state in which the power dissipated in the memristor rapidly increases, despite the decreasing memristor voltage because of the voltage divider and increasing memristor conductance. Thus, to describe ON-switching accurately, we found that a term with exponential dependence on power is required. The resulting model for ON switching is as follows:
The results of simulations using the same external voltage profile, external resistances, and initial memristor state as in the measurement conditions are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) by the solid lines. Very good agreement is found to the data for the highest voltages, whereas the lowest voltages of Fig. 5(b) begin to diverge, suggesting the model inadequately describes the near-threshold regime ∼0.5 V. The free parameters used are provided in Table II . ON-switching has a similar form to the OFF-switching in the voltage dependence, but has an opposite dependence on power in which the Joule heating slows down OFF-switching but speeds up ON-switching. This is not consistent with a thermally assisted process based on absolute temperature, but could be caused by a thermal gradient around the conductive channel that induces radial motion of ions by thermophoresis, which is invoked as a mechanism for unipolar switching [25] .
III. MODEL COMPARISON AND RESULTS
In this section, we explore some of the notable features and consequences of our model. A comparison with other models is made and the performance of tantalum oxidebased memristors is evaluated in terms of switching speed, energy cost, and the effects of the circuit environment (wire resistances). Our model has shown a good fit to the dynamics data across nine decades in time and a broad voltage range. Nonetheless, a reasonable extrapolation just outside of this range of data is fruitful to explore some of the expected limits and behaviors.
A. Comparison to Other Metal Oxide Memristor Models
Much like the work presented here, a memristor formalism is used to describe oxide-based resistance switching devices in systems including TiO 2 , WO x , HfO 2 , and TaO x . Metal oxides can support a broad range of transport physics [29] , which leads to different models (1) that best describe the system in question. We can roughly divide these into models using resistance switching elements in series ( [14] , [22] , [24] ) or parallel ( [19] and the present paper). An example of the former is TiO 2 , where electrical and physical analysis supports a model with a variable Simmons tunnel barrier, the width of which serves as the state variable [18] . In contrast, similar analysis here leads us to a parallel conduction model for TaO x with the fractional volume (or cross-sectional area) of the Ohmic element serving as the state variable. In all of the above cases, a strong nonlinearity much like the forms of (4) and (5) in the bias dependence of the state variable's time derivativee.g., an exponential or super exponential dependence-is observed. This nonlinear dynamics has a number of beneficial technological consequences that are analyzed below for the case of tantalum oxide.
B. Current-Voltage Sweeps
Researchers often plot current-voltage characteristics to quickly display the behavior of a resistance switching device. This can obscure the dynamical nature unless a set of curves at well-specified cycling characteristics are shown. Fig. 6 shows simulation results using our model in response to an applied sawtooth voltage cycle with different sweep rates. The total cycle time varies from 1 s to 10 ns, with a common initial OFF state in all cases, and a voltage sequence of 0, 0.8, 0, −1.2, and 0 V. The simulation results show the characteristic pinched hysteresis loops of a memristor [2] - [4] , [18] , with the highest frequency cycle yielding a collapsed trace. In all other traces, the nonlinearity of the dynamics is evident by a steep rise (fall) in the current as the voltage reaches a sufficiently large positive (negative) voltage for ON (OFF) switching to occur within the timescale of the sweep. This dynamical nonlinearity gives rise to an apparent threshold switching voltage, but the value is highly sweep-rate dependent (Fig. 6, inset) as discussed in [31] . The apparent threshold voltage increases with increasing cycle frequency, because the device has less time to switch and does so at higher voltages during the faster cycles. The model reproduces well the current-voltage traces in the actual device, as shown in Fig. 1 .
C. Switching Time and Energy
Both ON and OFF switching show an exponential dependence on voltage from (4) and (5) . Thus, a very small increase in applied voltage can lead to orders of magnitude faster switching, as observed by other researchers [7] , including in the case of tantalum oxide [9] . If the circuit series resistance is close to the ON-state resistance, this will reduce the device voltage and strongly increase switching time. To study this issue, we simulate memristor switching over a range of external resistances while applying an external voltage of +1.0 V (to turn ON) and −1.0 V (to turn OFF), and determine the time required to achieve a fixed ON/OFF conductance ratio of four, chosen to closely match the observed operating window of the experimental devices. Fig. 7 shows that the switching time can vary more than seven decades depending on the magnitude of the series resistance. As noted in [32] , this is due to the voltage drop across the series resistance. Thus, it is clear that for both characterization and circuit applications, the series resistance should be kept to a minimum to obtain the minimum possible switching time.
Although the devices measured here had a nonnegligible series resistance (70-650 ) in the test setup, the derived model allows us to simulate the performance of the devices in circuits where the series resistance is small. In Fig. 8(a) , we determine the switching time for a nominal 1-series resistance, and ON/OFF conductance ratio of four. A decrease in switching time with increased voltage is observed for both ON and OFF switching. The different power dependence (going as ν 2 ) in (4) and (5), however, leads to a deviation from strictly exponential behavior for these switching time curves, with the ON switching time having an accelerated voltage dependence. This leads to a crossover of the two curves that is not predicted in the TiO 2 system [14] , for which ON switching is always much faster than OFF switching, and is thus not anticipated. This crossover is not studied experimentally. At 1 V, ON switching is predicted to proceed faster than 50 ps, and OFF switching faster than 100 ns. With higher voltage amplitudes, measurements on physical tantalum oxide devices demonstrate 100-ps OFF switching times [9] . We also compute the total energy cost of the ON and OFF switching in the memristor, and the resulting curves in Fig. 8(b) are visually similar to the switching-time curves. Thus, the faster the device switches, the smaller the energy expended. OFF switching at ≤ 10 pJ is possible at reasonable voltage magnitudes, whereas ON switching can get into the hundreds of aJ range. Importantly, the model and parameters developed here are for relatively large micron-scale memristors with currents of a few mA [26] during switching. For smaller devices, the switching voltages remain about the same while the current decreases. Thus, we project that the energy cost for nanoscale devices (with a high device resistance to wire resistance ratio) may be decades lower, and the dominant energy cost is likely to be from capacitive charging/discharging of wires and ohmic losses.
The observations here of a strong voltage nonlinearity [ Fig. 8(a) , plotted on a log-lin scale] and a strong wire resistance dependence (Fig. 7) can be exploited for mitigating write disturb issues in crossbar arrays. When writing a selected bit, it is desirable to avoid disturbing other bits, particularly those sharing the same row or column and therefore seeing half the write voltage (half-selected bits). Fig. 9 shows that the intrinsic voltage dependence of the dynamics, combined with a nonlinear series resistance that may be fabricated with the devices [13] , can strongly mitigate the write disturb issues. If we assume a write voltage of ±1.0 V, the time for a half-selected bit to switch is over four decades longer during OFF switching and ten decades longer during ON switching, therefore providing a comfortable margin.
IV. CONCLUSION
Analytical approximations to the Chua memristor equations for tantalum oxide resistive switches were determined using static and dynamic electrical measurements and consistency with recent physical characterizations. Both ON and OFF switching showed a predominantly voltage-controlled behavior of exponential form, and an additional power dependence that played an opposite role in the two cases for driving the switching dynamics. ON switching was strongly enhanced by power (local Joule heating), whereas OFF switching was inhibited, consistent with a competing unipolar switching mechanism that may be driven by thermophoresis [25] .
We computed the switching times and energy cost for ON and OFF switching as a function of voltage applied to a micronscale memristor with a negligible series resistance, predicting ps and aJ switching for ON transitions, and ns/pJ for OFF.
With the demonstrated performance of tantalum oxide resistive random-access memory, the compact model developed here is an important step toward simulating large scale arrays of memristors for high-density memory. This predictive model can be used to quantify the bit disturb and interaction issues in such an array, and in developing the appropriate reading and writing circuitry to optimize and evaluate performance. In addition, the physical insight derived from the functional form of the model found here was an important step toward understanding the physical mechanism and further engineering of the devices. Finally, given the similarities in both the material phase diagram and switching behavior for HfO x and TaO x , it is likely that these two materials have similar switching mechanisms and the device model developed here may be adapted to HfO x resistance switching devices.
